How High Can I Fly?

for 2-part voices and piano*

Words and Music by
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Moderately fast ($q = ca. 76$)

PART I

\[\text{This is the beginning.} \quad \text{Something new has begun.}\]

PART II

\[\text{This is the beginning.} \quad \text{Something new has begun.}\]
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How far can I go?

How high can I fly?

How can I stretch my arms to grow into the sky?

How can I catch the wind of heaven? And as I fly, I am ready to go?
Is there an adventure that

I will not try?

Nothing can constrain me; for Spirit made my wings. I'm
Nothing can constrain
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lowly caterpillar seems not to survive;
lowly caterpillar seems not to survive;

trapped within a tight cocoon, there are no signs of life. Yet
trapped within a tight cocoon, there are no signs of life. Yet

deep within this darkness, something pulses with
deep within this darkness, something pulses with
life. In time, a wonder will emerge, a life. In time, a wonder will emerge,
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